APPENDIX - RESET PROCEDURE

When “Init 1”, “Init 2” or “Init 3” appears on display please follow this procedure to reset the pipette to the factory calibration settings.

1) Unlock or Lock/Unlock (if the init message appears in unlock position) the volume (push the thumbwheel upwards), the pipette displays “turn –”.

2) Rotate the thumbwheel clockwise to decrease the volume to the mechanical stop (the thumbwheel will continue to turn but the display will not change).

3) Lock the volume (push the thumbwheel downwards), the pipette displays “turn +”.

4) Unlock the volume.

5) Rotate the thumbwheel counterclockwise to increase the volume until “good” appears on display.

6) Lock the volume.

7) The pipette is ready to operate (operating volume on display).

⚠️ After resetting, the pipette is correctly adjusted to the factory calibration settings.